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See the appendices at the end of this module for samples. This applies whether or not the report contains a
separate "certification of repairs" section. Any number of trailers may be inspected and added to a single
report if the report contains additional lines for additional trailers. To stay up-to-date on ELDs and fleet best
practices, please subscribe to the Geotab newsletter. Carry and Produce Schedules Drivers are required to
carry and produce the inspection schedule upon request by an officer. Operators can combine daily inspection
reports with schedules, and they can be on the same document. Carry and Produce Daily Inspection Reports
Drivers must carry and produce valid inspection reports upon request of an officer. A Schedule 3 inspection
must be accompanied by a Schedule 4 under-vehicle inspection report. Upon identifying a safety defect, found
either during the daily inspection, or during the trip itself, you must report the condition of the defect to the
operator as soon as possible. Truck, Bus and Trailer Maintenance Purpose The purpose of this module is to
provide information to operators about the minimum requirements for the maintenance, inspection and
component performance standards for trucks, trailers and buses. Commercial vehicle drivers can complete a
DVIR using a smartphone or tablet, including selecting defects and adding comments. Corrective Action and
Certification of Repairs â€” Motor carriers must immediately repair and certify any defects listed on the DVIR
that would affect the safe operation of the vehicle. Drivers must carry both the current inspection report and
the inspection schedule. Other reasons include insecure loads, defective lights or tires, and broken springs. If a
driver finds a minor defect on the vehicle, as defined in the inspection schedule, the defect must be recorded
and reported to the operator as soon as possible. Note: You cannot adjust your own air brakes unless you have
either completed an approved air brake adjustment course or you are a certified mechanic. Contents of Daily
Inspection Reports Both single reports and report books must contain the following minimum line items:
Licence-plate number and plate jurisdiction of the vehicle Operator's name Date and time of the inspection
City, town, village or highway location where the inspection was conducted Printed name of the person who
conducted the inspection Odometer reading of the commercial motor vehicle List of major and minor defects
found during the inspection, if any A statement that no major or minor defects were found, if none Major and
minor defects found while en route A statement, signed by the person who conducted the inspection, that the
vehicle was inspected in accordance with this regulation Signature of any driver of the vehicle who did not
conduct the initial inspection Line-item language may be altered to a "like meaning. Here are two examples:
Example 1 The daily inspection report requires a line item for the odometer reading. The book is assigned to
one vehicle, and may remain in the vehicle until the book is full. This guide highlights some important legal
provisions but is not an exhaustive description of all the laws that apply. Example 2 If the vehicle is always
inspected at the same starting location as the driver's trip or shift, a check box may be used to indicate that the
odometer reading applies to the inspection reading, as well as the driver's start reading. A driver may hand
over a duplicate copy of the original inspection report or a hand-written reproduction to a driver working for a
different operator. For example, not inspecting a tire could have devastating consequences. If the inspection
schedule is not contained within the book, the driver is required to carry and produce the applicable schedule.
A report completed and certified by a technician for a Schedule 4 under-vehicle inspection is valid to the end
of the 30th day after the day of inspection, or for 12, km, whichever comes last. Identify and plan for all
required vehicle inspections. Roadside Inspections In the U. Single reports may also be combined with hours
of service logbooks, as long as all line items for both requirements are included. This applies even when a
school bus is used for non-school purposes for example, carrying adults or children to festivals, sporting
events, church functions and so on. The inspection is valid for 24 hours. The driver may rely on such
inspections as proof that the inspection was conducted as required and produce the report for an officer, unless
the driver has reason to believe that the inspection and report do not meet the requirements, or the driver is
aware or ought to be aware that the vehicle has a defect. Daily inspection - classes A and D Drivers play an
important part in making sure that trucks and buses using Ontario highways are in good operating condition.
Technicians are required to sign the Schedule 4 inspection report certifying that the components and systems
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inspected under Schedule 4 meet the prescribed standards on the date of inspection. The second driver is
obligated to submit the report to the operator.


